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This document contains an extensive list of worldwide museums, with some details about the main characteristics of their websites, particularly those
related to:
Online exhibitions
The explicit existence of a mobile version
Maps
Online community
Feed and subscription options
It contains also annotations about specific issues to take into account.
This first list serves to select those websites that will be more deeply analyzed on the benchmarking.
Yellow colored ones (about 20) are proposed as selected for the final list. However, benchmarking will also include references to good practices that have
been observed in websites that don't take part on this final list.

Benchmarking reports
Iphone at museums
This page contains information about museums' projects developed for the Iphone.

Mapping
This page contains some examples on mapping on museum's websites, as well as other issues that can be related to it. It includes both spatial and
conceptual mapping and the spectrum between them.

Museums' websites
This section (under construction) will contain reports on analyzed museum websites, which are:
COSI - Center of Science and Industry
Design Museum
The Detroit Institute of Arts
Exploratorium
Guggenheim Bilbao
Indianapolis Museum of Art
Mass Moca - Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Arts
McCord Museum
Musée d'Orsay
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Lyon
Museo Nacional del Prado
Museu d'Art Contemporani de Barcelona
Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology
Museum of Science
Museum of the Moving Image
National Gallery of Art
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Rijksmuseum
Science Museum
Smithsonian
State Hermitage Museum
Tate modern
The Art Institute of Chicago
The British Museum
The J. Paul Getty Trust
The Museum of Modern Art
Victoria & Albert Museum
To execute benchmarking, following items are taken into account:

General info
URL
City / Country
Theme
Languages
Platforms
Web accessibility
Mission
Outstanding features
Maps
Exhibitions
Resources
Online activities
Visit planning
Visit follow-up
Online community
Mobile features
Searching & browsing
Subscription
Online transactions
Other best practices

